
**FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE**

**Hope Industrial Systems to unveil IP69/IP69k rated industrial monitors and touch screens designed for
the rugged environments served by the attendees of International Production & Processing Expo 2024**

[Atlanta, Georgia, January 29, 2024] – Hope Industrial Systems, a world leader in industrial monitors and
touch screen innovation, is thrilled to announce its participation in the esteemed International Production
& Processing Expo (IPPE) 2024. This globally recognized event is set to take place from January 30 to
February 1, 2024, at the Georgia World Congress Center in Atlanta, Georgia. A wide variety of Hope
Industrial monitors and touch screens will be on display in Booth B-46062.

IPPE 2024, renowned for being the world's largest annual display of technology, equipment, and services
in the poultry, meat, and feed industry, presents an ideal stage for Hope Industrial Systems to display its
latest advancements in rugged industrial monitors and touch screens designed for the factory floor. In
response to customer requests during past IPPE events, Hope Industrial Systems will display several
models of industrial monitors and touch screens that meet IP69/IP69k standards. These monitors are
designed to operate in the harshest environments. Attendees visiting our booth will have the chance to
experience live demonstrations, engage with our product experts, and explore the potential of our
state-of-the-art technologies to revolutionize their operations.

We warmly invite attendees, media, and industry professionals to visit our booth to discover how Hope
Industrial Systems is leading innovation in the industrial product sector. Our team is excited to provide a
wide variety of reliable products designed with our customers’ satisfaction in mind. Our products are the
reason over 90% of our sales come from returning customers.

For more details about our participation in IPPE 2024 and to learn more about Hope Industrial Systems,
Visit HIS or contact our sales and support team at sales@hopeindustrial.com.

About Hope Industrial Systems:
Hope Industrial manufactures and markets industrial flat panel monitors, touch screens, and related products of
superior quality with up-to-date features for industrial applications. We incorporate this advanced technology into
a variety of rugged enclosures, allowing users to place their displays as needed throughout the factory. We assure
our customers of high reliability over time and back this up with an industry-leading warranty. Hope Industrial
Systems has manufactured and shipped over 200,000 monitors worldwide. Our products are manufactured in
Atlanta, GA, USA, with most models in stock and available for immediate shipment.

We provide all of these benefits at a price that is significantly less than comparable industrial offerings.

HIS continues to offer the best sales, support and service in the industry: 30-Day Total Satisfaction
Guarantee, Five-year Limited Warranty for all standard products, 24-48 hour Repair Turnaround (most
models).
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